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Description of the Game

You win,  if you are the last and only person in the house, so keep pissing off  
the others, until you chase them away from their apartment. Using the piss off 
cards in the game you can drop them out of the game.

Receiving and using life tokens

• At the start of the game, all players get 10 life tokens. If you run out of  
 them, you are out of the game.
• The player being pissed off is paying with his life tokens to his neighbour  
 according the piss-off value of the specific action.
• For hot stuff you can also pay with tour life tokens.
• You can get life tokens from junks and from the extra card deck.
• You will receive a life token every time if, you enter a field with you own  
 house, unless you get busted by one of your neighbours’ dog.

The Piss off Cards

• You can use your piss off cards to annoy your neighbours.
• You can find piss off cards in the trash (junk deck), or you can buy them 
 (hot stuff deck).
• You can only use one kind of piss off at a time.
• The piss off chain equals one harassment.
• If you use and old junk or a hot stuff with the corresponding guest, the 
 value of your harassment is worth one more point.
• You can’t use the guests alone to piss somebody off, only with the old junk  
 or hot stuff belonging to them.
• You can use the stray dog not only to increase piss off points, but also   
 to guard your apartment. If another player wants to piss you off, but you  
 have a dog handy, you can prevent the player to score a point. Just present  
 your guarding dog and put him in the appropriate card deck. The busted  
 neighbour will loose his piss off cards. Place his figure onto the home field  
 of his apartment.
• The old junks and hot stuff can be seen by the other neighbours, but  
 the guest cards should be hidden from other players, placed on the table  
 with face down, so the don’t know if you have a dog.
• If the cards run out of the drawing deck during the game, shuffle the   
 deck and place them on the table with face down.

Eliminated player

The player is dropped out of the game, if he runs out of all 10 life tokens. 
The eliminated player has to give away all his cards among the player who 
stayed in the game and has to take off his figure off the board. The apart-
ment of the eliminated player stays on the board until the game ends.

Returning an eliminated player

At the begininnig of the game you have to decide whether or not an elimi-
nated player can return into the game. If he can, you have to proceed as 
follows: An eliminated player can be once brought into the game. If it’s your 
turn, you can bring a player back into the game offering him 2 of your life 
tokens and one of your  junks. In this round you can’t advance, thus you can’t 
draw dices. The apartment of you protégé stays empty, you place his figure 
on one of the home fields of your apartment. The options of your protégé re-
main limited in the game: he can’t buy anything, but with his junk cards and 
with the help of his guests he can piss off  your neighbours. After his harass-
ments your protégé will still receive life tokens. If you are being harassed, the 
player pissing you off will receive from you the score of piss off action, plus 
he receives one life token from you protégé. As long as a minimum of 3  
players are in the game, your protégé can’t piss you off. If you and your pro-
tégé are the only players remained, you have to piss off each other, moving 
to the piss off fields of you your apartment. If he runs out of life tokens, he 
is out ouf the game for good and can’t be brought back into play. If you run 
out of life tokens, you are out of the game, you must give away all your cards 
among the other players. But - just once - you also have the chance to get 
back into the game as a protégé. 
Your protégé will inherit your apartment, he has full rights again, thus en-
joying all the benefits of buying, taking back players out of the game as a 
protégé. One player can only have one protégé at the same time.
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Look what treasure youhave found!

CHEWED BONE

Don’t forget, if you have the appropriate guest for this card 

STRAY DOG
your piss off is worth one extra point.

1 point

PISS OFF VALUE:

+1 point

PISS OFF VALUE:+
Csalogasd oda a legközelebbi kóbór kutyát és hagyd hogy vonyítson.

Ja, hogy éjjel van? Sebaj, így sokkal viccesebb a buli.

A kutya házõrzésre is alkalmas!

Stray Dog

Ne feledd, a kóbor kutya csak akkor haverkodik veled,
ha van nálad CHEWED BONE.

4 points

PISS OFF VALUE:

Try it on the streets, how cool it sounds!

3 life tokens
PRICE:

CAR WITH BROKEN MUFFLER

Don’t forget, if you have the appropriate guest for this card  

REPAIRMAN NEIGHBOUR
your piss off is worth one extra point.

You have drawn a “chewed bone” 
from the old junk deck: piss off value: 
1 point. The piss off value is displayed 
on the right side of the card. The 
guest belonging to that is displayed 
on the bottom right of the card.

If you use it to piss off a neighbour with 
a “stray dog” card drawn from the guest 
deck, the piss off value is worth one 
extra point.

You can use the guests only 
with the old junk and hot stuff 
belonging to them.

Old junk and hot stuff together with 
the appropriate guest scores one 
extra point.

The price of the hot stuff is displayed 
on the top left of the card, in this 
case 3 points. The piss off value and 
the guests related to the hot stuff are 
displayed on the same place like on 
the old junk card.

Receiving piss-off cards

• Searching old junks: they can be found on the red zone indicated with a 
 trash sign. I you land on these fields, draw a card form the old junk deck.  
 
• Buying hot stuff, they can be found on the blue zone indicated with  
 a wallet. I you land on these fields, draw a card form the hot stuff deck.
 If you have enough life tokens you can buy it. If you don’t, place the drawn  
 card into the hot stuff deck.

• Inviting guests is possible on the green zone. If you land on such a field, 
 draw a card from the guest card deck.

Using the piss off cards

• You can use your piss off cards only if you step on a piss off field  in one of  
 the players apartment.
• After successfully using one of your piss off cards, you receive from the  
 pissed off player the number of life tokens equivalent to the value of  
 piss off action. You have to keep every piss off card with you until you use  
 or loose them.
• After using a piss off card put them into the appropriate throwing deck.

Old Junks

Hot Stuffs

Guests
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The Piss off chain

If you got several items of “old junk”, “hot stuff” or “guest cards” of the same 
kind, you can use them together - multiplying their values - at the same time 
for one piss off action.

You have 2 chewed bones 
with a total piss-off value of 
2. If you add a stray dog card, 
the amount of piss off value is 
raised to a total of 3 points.

You have a chewed bone 
with a total piss-off value 
of 1. If you add  2 stray dog 
cards, the amount of piss 
off value is raised to a total 
of 3 points.

You have 2 chewed bones 
with a total piss off value of 2. 
If you add 2 stray dogs card, 
the amount of piss off value is 
raised to a total of 4 points.

Extra cards

Stepping on a field in the yellow zone marked 
with a star you can draw a card. These cards  
could be surprises of advantage or disadvantage.

Game board

• The game board consists of apartments fitting next to each other.
 The apartments are bounded by zones of different colors, where you can  
 launch different actions.
• It is not allowed to cross the black walls bounding the apartments, you can  
 only cross the fields marked with corner points, arrows and footprints.

On the joined gameboard you can 
only cross the cornerpoints  
(crossings, jumping fields) to get 
from one neighbourhood to the 
other. It is not allowed to go 
throug the black walls.
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Red zones: Stepping on a red field marked with a trash can, you can draw 
an old junk card. Useable dices: red, black.

Green zones: Stepping on a green field marked with an animal, you can 
draw a guest card card. Useable dices: green, black.

Blue zones: Stepping on a blue field marked with a wallet, you can draw 
a hot stuff card. Useable dices: blue, black.

Yellow zones: Stepping on a yellow field marked with a star, you can 
draw one of the extra cards. Useable dices: yellow, black.

Piss off fields: Stepping on a white field in an apartment marked with a 
scared face you can piss off the neighbour, the apartmnet belongs to.  
Useable dices: white, black. 

Crossings: You can sneak through a crossing from one neighbour-
hood to the other. The color of dice must match the color of the 
zone, with the exception of black, which can take you any zones, 
regardless of the color. Crossings can come up on a zone of any color, 
but not on the white zones.

Jump fields: If you land on a field like this, you can advance to the 
next jump field. The color of the jump field on the zone must match 
the color of dice for advancing you figure. Crossing these fields you 
can also proceed from one neighbourhood to the other, just like at 
the crossings. They can come up on all zones, except the white ones.

Home: You start the game at your apartment from one of the house 
fields located on the white zone. If you come across a dog preventing 
your piss off attempt, the owner of the dog places your figure back on 
one of these two fields. Useable dices: white, black.

You can start an action only if you step on the appropriate field enabling it.

Zones and game fieldsSneaker dices

• The game includes sneaker dices of 6 different colors, 2 pieces of each  
 color. Sneaker dices serve for the movement on the game board.

• At the beginning of each turn, you blindly draw 3 dices from the bag and  
 make a throw.

• The number on a sneaker dice determines the number of fields you can  
 move in any arbitrary direction.

• Moving the number of fields according the the number on the dice, you  
 must advance on a zone, matching the color of the dice. During your   
 movement you can also cross zones of other colors, but the target field  
 must be on a zone matching the color of the dice.

• If you can’t or don’t want to launch an action, you can sneak on using  
 another dice. You can do this as long as you have the proper sneaker dices  
 to move on.

• If you have a Joker (black dice), you can arrive on fields of any color, but  
 the number of your steps must match the number on the dice.

• You can interrupt sneaking at any time, so it’s not compulsory to proceed  
 as far as your dices would allow.

• You can use your sneaker dices in any order.

• If you think that one of your neighbours pose a danger or you just want  
 to give him a bum, you can use one of your sneaker dices to move his   
 figure on the board. In this case you can’t use the same dice moving your  
 own figure.

• If you move the figure of another player and arrive on a field that could  
 launch an action, this must be done by the player, whose figure you are  
 moving. The same rule goes for all actions in the game, of course except  
 pissing off yourself.

• Completing your turn you put back all your sneaker dices into the bag and  
 the next player’s turn is to begin.

• Only one figure can stay on one field, if you want to place your figure to a  
 field occupied by another player, you have to choose another zone.

• The values of dices of the same color can’t be summed up. The can only be  
 used separately.
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Getting started with the game

1.  Each player receives 10 life tokens.
2.  Each of you pick an apartment, put them with face down on the table and  
  shuffle.
3.  Place them in any set and order you wish next to each other. (You can place  
  them in any order, the illustration bellow is just a suggestion.) If all parts are  
  placed turn them back up.
4.  Place your figures matching the color of your character onto the house  
  entry fields.
5.  You can now take your turns in a clockwise direction.

After turning up the game boards leave them in the 
original position, so the orientation of the characters’ 
body parts don’t need to point into the same direction.

How to play

1.  Draw 3 dices from the bag and make a throw with all of them.
2.  Consider your chances and plan your route according to the color and  
  value of your sneaker dices.
3.  If you have the chance, move your figure in any direction the number of  
  fields according to the chosen dice. Please note, that you have to land on  
  a zone matching the color of the used dice.
4.  If you step on a field with an executable action, launch it: searching the  
  junk, buying items, inviting guests, drawing and extra card, jumping or  
  pissing somebody off.
5.  Then - if your dices make it possible - move on. You can keep moving as  
  long as your dices or chances allow proceeding.
6.  You can use one of your dices to move the figure of another player. In this  
  case possible actions must be launched by the player, whose figure you
  are moving (except pissing of yourself ).
7.  At the end of your turn put all 3 dices back into the bag and the next  
  player’s turn begins.

The starting point is the field with the white figure on it.

The fields highlighted with red show the stages of your steps.
The order of your throws and dice picks: green 3, white 2, white 3.
In this combination, you only have the chance to take action following  
your last step: Pissing off Billy Blue.

The fields highlighted with blue show the stages of your steps.
The order of your throws and dice picks: white 2, white, green 3.
In this combination, you can only use 2 dices, because using the green dice 
you can’t move to a green zone with 3 steps
Following the second step, you can piss off Peggy Purple.

The fields highlighted with black show the stages of your steps.
The order of your throws and dice picks: green 3, white 2, white 3.
In this combination, you can only use, the first - the green - dice.
You can’t use any of the white dices to move the number of fields to arrive  
on the white zone. The values of dices of the same color can’t be summed up.  
The can only be used separately.
In this turn you don’t have the chance for any actions.

Example for the steps of a turn:



6 game boards (apartments)
6 figures
12 dices:

2  pieces of red, green, blue, yellow, black, white
4  card decks:

Old junk, hot stuff, guests, extras
70 life tokens

1 bag for dices
1 bag for life tokens

1 game manual

Ages: 8+
Players: 3-6
Playtime: 30-120 minutes www.brianngame.hu

Game content


